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ABSTRACT 
Bounds for the singular values, ratios of singular values, and rank of a square matrix 
A, involving tr A, tr AZ, and tr A”A, are presented. Some of the results are analogous to 
the well-known bounds for the eigenvalues, ratios of eigenvalues, and rank of A involving 
trAandtrA*. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A E Cn x ’ have eigenvalues 11, . . . , A,, and singular values or, . . . , a,. 
The properties )c I+. . f + A., = tr A, hT + e . . +A; = tr A2 motivate one to estimate 
the hk’s using these traces. In [13, 14,7,8], such bounds for the Ak’S, averages of 
Ak’s, and certain ratios of some Ik’s are presented. These results and many other 
eigenvalue bounds are surveyed in [4]. Some of the results are repeated in [ 11, 
121. 
Similarly, the properties 01 + . . . + a, 2 tr A, 0: + . . . + u,f = tr AHA 
motivate one to estimate the ok’s using these traces. An interesting question is 
which eigenvalue bounds can be extended to the singular value case. This topic 
is studied in [6, 101. Both of these papers are unpublished. In [6], singular value 
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bounds are obtained from eigenvalue bounds by elementary optimization. In [ 101, 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions are directly applied to appropriate optimization 
problems. In the present paper, we will describe the first approach. 
Our main result is that some of the eigenvalue bounds (Theorems 2, 3, 6, 7, 
and 10) can indeed be extended to singular value bounds (Theorems 4,5, 8, and 
11). We will also study bounds for singular values using some information other 
than tr A, tr AHA. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A E CnX” (n 2 2) have eigenvalues A. 1, . . . , A,, ordered )cr p .+ . 2 An 
if they are real, and let A have singular values al 2 . . . 2 cn. Denote 
a=trA=Al+...+&, cx = Rea, CX’ = Ima, 
b=trA2=kf+...+ii, ,!I = Reb, f3’ = Im b, 
c = ItAll =trAHA=a;+...+cr;, 
d=tr(AHA)2=,f+...+,;, 
ikl = 
hk + . . . + hl 
Z-k+1 
(1 5 k 5 z 5 n), 
Uk + . . . + al 
w= j-k+1 . 
We use these symbols throughout. 
We can consider also the nonsquare case. A matrix A E Cm x “, m # n, 
with singular values or, . . . , cr4, q = min(m, n), can, by adding zero rows or 
columns, be embedded in A0 E CP x P, p = max(m, n), with singular values 
Ul)..., a4,0 )...) 0. 
Let us first present some inequalities for a, b, c, and d. The main role of these 
inequalities is to guarantee that the square roots we will meet later are indeed real. 
LEMMA. 
2a2 5 n(lX112 + . . . + I& I2 + B) I n(c + B), 
2(a’12 I n(11112 + . . . + lh,12 - f?) 5 n(c - j?), 
a2 5 nb if a, b E R, 
I4 i Pcl I2 + . . . + l&l2 I c, 
Ial 5 (ai +. . . + cd2 5 nc, 
d 5 c2 5 nd. 
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This lemma can be proved by using the fact that 
IAll+... + I&l I 5 01 + . . . + a,, 11112+...+l~~12~1T:+...+a,2 
(see e.g. [3, Theorem 3.3.131). 
Ifkr,.. . , h, E R, then, by Wolkowicz and Styan [ 13, Theorem 2.21, 
If A E Rn x n and a 2 fi, then, analogously, by Tarazaga [ 12, Theorem 141, 
This analogy leads us to the following discussion: In [ 131, bounds for )Lkl are 
presented using a and b. Let us call them W.S bounds. (In fact, these bounds, not 
applied to eigenvalue estimation, are older. For a survey, see e.g. [ 15, 91.) Zfin 
these bounds we replace b with c (anda with la I), will we then obtain corresponding 
bounds for okk[? 
We also study some other ways to estimate singular values using a, b, c, d. 
First, the al’s are the eigenvalues of M = AHA, and so, for given c, d, we can 
find bounds for the Q’S by applying the WS bounds to M and taking square roots. 
Second, denoting by r]r 2 . . . 2 q,, and (1 2 . . . > <,, the eigenvalues of 
H=i(A+AH) and ~,S=~(A-A~), 
respectively, we know that 
see [3, Theorem 3.1.5, Problem 3.1.361. Using the WS lower bounds for r]k and 
<k and the WS upper bounds for l],, _ k + 1 and [,, _ k + 1, we than can find lower 
bounds for the ck’s. 
Since 
trH=q trH* = ;(c+/?), tr(iS) = --a~‘, tr(iS)* = i(c - /?), 
to use H requires that CX, B, and c be given, while to use iS requires the knowledge 
about (Y’, /?, and c. 
Third, given c only, we can easily find bounds for fJk[ by considering the 
equality 0: + . . . + a,2 = c. 
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To summarize, we will study the following ideas to estimate the crk’s: 
Case 1. Given c. Consider a: + . . . + 0,” = c. 
Case 2. Given a, c. Can bounds be found by replacing b with c (and a with 
la I) in the WS bounds? 
Case 3. Given a, /3, c. Apply WS bounds to H. 
Case 4. Given a’, ,3, c. Apply WS bounds to is. 
Case 5. Given c, d. Apply WS bounds to M and take square roots. 
First (Section 3), we will consider the simple Case 1. Second (Section 4), we 
will see that the answer to the question of Case 2 is partially yes. To find bounds 
for akl, we use optimization subject to (~1 2 . . . 2 a,, > 0, ~1 + . . . + a,, > 
lal,aF+.. . + a: = c. To simplify this problem, we first overlook the condition 
a, 2 0. Of course, this simplified problem does not necessarily provide as good 
bounds as the original problem. Next (Section 5.1), we will improve some of these 
bounds, recalling cm 2 0 and using the technique presented in [8]. We will also 
(Section 5.2) sketch how to improve bounds by replacing a with tr AU where U 
is unitary. Thereafter (Section 6), we will ask the question of Case 2 starting from 
upper bounds for hk/h[ given in [7]. So Case 2 will be completed, and we will 
turn to Cases 3 and 4 (Sections 7 and 8) and Case 5 (Section 9). Next (Section lo), 
we will study rank inequalities obtained by applying our bounds. Finally (Section 
1 l), we will illustrate our results with examples. 
3. BOUNDS FOR akl, GIVEN c 
We first present a simple and well-known result on bounds for Ukl using c only. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 5 k I 1 5 n. Then 
C 
Oiakl( i; J 
in particular, 
Moreover, 
in particular, 
UlL -. d- n 
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ProoJ 
C,k + . . . + C,l 
z-k+1 5 > 
2 0; + ’ ’ ’ + 0: < a; + . . . + C-$ C 
z-k+1 - 1 
Ql + ... +q 
011 = 
> 
2 2 
( 
> 
(r;+ . . . +a; > 'ff1" + . . . +c+ c 
1 
=--. - 
12 -1 n In 
4. BOUNDS FOR ckl, GIVEN a, c 
4. I. Problems 
To find bounds for 0kl using a and c, let us recall the bounds for )ckl using a 
and b. 
THEOREM 2 [13, Theorem 2.21. Assume Al, . . . , I, E R. Then, for 
kllln, 
in particular, 
15 
The lower bound for 111 and the upper bound for hk,, (and so the bounds for 
k 1 and An, too) above can be strengthened as follows: 
THEOREM 3 [13, Theorems 2.1, 2.31. Assume AI,..., h, E R. Then, for 
1 5 k, 1 5 n, 
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*k,,+,/~ if k$+l. 
In particular, 
Conditions for equality in Theorems 2 and 3 are presented in [13]. In our 
singular value bounds, we could also find conditions for equality. However, these 
conditions are in general not very interesting, and some of them are rather com- 
plicated. Therefore we omit the whole discussion about equality. 
Let us denote the inequalities in Theorems 2 and 3 as follows: 
L P G&b). 
So fk(a, b) is the lower bound for )Lk[ given by Theorem 2, etc. 
Each of these bounds can be obtained by using optimization. The bounds for 
)Lkl are SOhtiOnS Of 
PROBLEM E. Let a, b E R satisfy a2 5 nb, and let 1 5 k 5 1 5 n. With 
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Al,..., h, as variables, 
tYhiIIIiZe &l 
subject to ht 2 
(maximize kkl) 
. . . L &I, 
a1 f... +L =a, 
a: +. . +A.; =b. 
Recalling the Lemma, we obtain bounds for 0kl by solving 
PROBLEM S. Let a E C, c E R satisfy 1al2 ( nc, and let 1 5 k 5 I 5 II. 
Withq,..., o;, as variables, 
minimize ok1 (maximize uk[) 
subject to ot L . . . ? CT, 2 0, 
a1 +... +G 2 Ial, 
0; +. . . + 0,” = c. 
We first drop the condition a,, 2 0. 
PROBLEMS'. Problem S without the condition a, > 0. 
The solution of Problem S’ also provides bounds for q[, but these bounds may 
be worse than those given by the solution of Problem S. 
We solve Problem S’ in the following two parts: 
Part I. Fix y E R with fi ? y 2 [al. Solve the auxiliary problem 
PROBLEM A. Let a, c, k, 1, y be as above. With ot, . . . , u,, as variables, 
minimize ok1 (maximize ckl) 
subjectto at >...~a,, 
at+... +a, = Y> 
fJ; + . . . + a,2 = c. 
Part 2. Minimize (maximize) the solution of Problem A over y subject to 
6 1 Y > lal. 
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The first part of Problem A is completely analogous to Problem E. Starting 
from fk (k > 1) and Fr (1 < n), our procedure therefore yields the bounds 
in particular, 
Similarly, we obtain 
611 2 mink(y, 4 I bl 5 Y 5 fi} = gm’” 
otl > min(gl(y, c) I I4 5 Y 5 Ad = gf”‘” if I?;, 
akn 5 m={Gko’, c> I bl 5 Y I +I = Gpax if kii+l, 
okn 5 maxIW,c) I bl I Y 5 fi) = Gmax if kzi+l; 
in particular, 
01 2 gmn9 a,, 5 Gmax. 
Thus our task is to find fkmin, Flmax, gm’“, gyi”, GraX, and Gm”. 
4.2. Solutions 
First, to find fp, we note that fk (y, c) is increasing with respect to y , which 
implies 
Second, let us study Flmax. Since 
afi(v, c) 
JZ_J$ 
ay = 
n c-~ J- 
Y2 ’ 
we obtain 
If Ial 5 &, we therefore have 
F,ma = F&h, c) = ;, 
J 
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repeating the upper bound for ok1 in Theorem 1. But if Ial > &, this bound is 
not attained and we find a better bound 
which obviously holds also for a = &. 
Third, consider gmin. We have 
ago= d--- c-S-& 
ay 2 ' 
n c-5 d-- 
and so 
which implies 
g min = min{g(lal, c), g(*, cl1 
If Ial2 > (n - l)c, then gmin = m. 
Fourth, to find gy, we see that 
Therefore, 
agl 5 0 * 
ay 
which gives 
g1 min = min{gl(lal, c), gi(&, c)} 
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If 
then glmn = @. 
Fifth, to consider GraY, we note that Gk (v, c) is increasing with respect to y . 
Hence - 
GraX = Gk(&, c) = J ;, 
and we meet Theorem 1 (the upper bound for ok1 with 1 = n). 
Sixth, to find Gmax, we similarly note that G(y, c) is increasing, which implies 
G max = G(,/‘%, c) = z, 
and we meet Theorem 1 again. 
Summarizing the results which are not included in Theorem 1, we obtain the 
following theorems: 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 5 k 5 1 5 n. Then 
and, assuming Ial* 2 lc, 
In particular, 
;-,,ms- 
and, assuming Ial* 1 kc, 
To be nontrivial, the lower bounds above must be positive, which is easily seen 
to hold if and only if (aI* > (k - 1)~. 
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THEOREM 5. Let 1 I I _( n. Then 
As a special case of Theorem 4, we obtain the upper bound for err due to 
Tarazaga [12, Theorem 141, where A E R" xn was assumed. The lower bound 
for 61 (i.e., roll for 1 = 1) in Theorem 5 is useless, since Theorem 1 gives a better 
bound or ? &?i. 
5. IMPROV~G BOUNDS FOR crlt (GIVEN a, c) 
5.1. Using on > 0 
Let us now try to improve our bounds by recalling the condition o, > 0, i.e., 
instead of Problem S’ conside~ng the original Problem S. For this purpose, we first 
study which bounds of Theorems 2 and 3 can be improved by adding the condition 
A,, 2 0 as an “extra bound” and applying the technique presented in [8]. 
It can be seen that only the bounds appearing in the following theorem can be 
improved in this way. 
THEOREM 6 (cf. 18, Theorem 3.31). A~~~~e n > 3, hl , _ . . , hn E R, An ~0, 
a2 5 (n - 1)b. Then 
if kl 
n- 
-++1, 
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a 
hk,n-1 5 - - 
n-l J 
(n_2)l(n_l) (b-A) if k++l. 
In particular, 
a 
a,_1 5 - - 
n-l J (n-2:(n- 1) (b-s)’ 
Proo$ The first and fourth inequalities are special cases (a,, = 0) 
of [8, Theorem 3.31. The proof of the remaining inequalities is simi- 
lar. Using the notation and terminology of [8], any consistent perturba- 
tion ki$,hi+lt,hn$ h.?reases hk,n_l. Hence, as in [8], these inequalities 
follow. W 
Theorem 6 actually means that our original optimization problem 
is equivalent to 
(So )cn = 0.) 
minimize )\l (maximize ik, R _ 1) 
subject to At 1 . . a > A,, > 0, 
Al+... +A, =a, 
hi + . . . +A+ 
minimize 11 (maximize hk, n _ 1) 
subjectto )ci z...>h,-_t 10, 
a.1+***+a,_r =a, 
AT+...+h;_, =b. 
If a2 5 (n - 2)b, n > 4, we see as above that to minimize Al (maximize 
kk. ,, _ 2), necessarily &, _ 1 = 0. 
Continuing similarly, we can generalize Theorem 6 as follows: 
THEOREMS. AssumeO(tIn-2,11,...,h,ER,h,L0,a2i(n-t)b. 
Then 
,1&+/m 
and,forl sksn-t, 
a 
Ak,n-t 5 --n-:1:+1 n-t J (n-t-:)(n-t) (b-A) 
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n-t 
if kl- 2 +1, 
hk,n-t 5 L-/n if d$+l. n-t 
In particular, 
An-t (A-. - 
n-t J (n-t-‘l)(n-t) (b-6)’ 
These bounds are solutions of Problem E with n replaced by n - t. Starting 
from Problem E so modified, doing the same modification to Problems S, S’, and 
A, and carrying out the same procedure as in Section 4.2, we obtain 
improved gmin 
improved Gp” 
= improved Gmax = 
c 
J 
- 
n-t’ 
If [aI2 2 (n - t - l)c, then 
min = J C g -. n-t 
The improved gm’” yields the following 
THEOREM 8. Let 0 i t 5 n - 2. Zf la I2 5 (n - t)c, then 
Zf(n - t - 1)c 5 (aI2 5 (n - t)c, then 
The improved GF” yields (for 1 5 k 5 n - t) 
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which is already contained in Theorem 1. 
Let us have a further look at Theorem 8, assuming r = n - 2. Since the 
minimum of 
over 0 < y I & is q(O) = a(&!) = m, we obtain in this case simply 
THEOREM 9. If luI2 5 2c, then q 2 m. 
5.2. Substituting a = tr AU, V Unitary 
Let U E C” x ’ be unitary. Since A and AU have the same singular values, we 
can try to improve the singular value bounds by choosing a suitable U. In Theorems 
4 and 5, the difference between each upper bound and the corresponding lower 
bound decreases when Ia 1 increases. Therefore we try to make Itr AU I as large as 
possible. In fact, 
max{ItrAUI IUunitary}=q+...+O~; 
see e.g. [3, Theorem 3.4.11. 
In practice, we must restrict U to be easily computable. For example, restricting 
U to be a permutation matrix and taking the maximum, we can substitute 
I4 = max (IQ(~) + ... + ancrcn)l I d E G} . 
Using U = eieZ does not improve Theorems 4 and 5, but we will later (Section 8) 
use this matrix in improving the bounds of Theorem 13. 
6. BOUNDS FOR ok/or, GIVEN a, c 
Let us recall 
THEOREM 10 [7, Theorem 3.11. Assume Al,..., h, E R, 1 i k < 
1 I n,a 2 0, anda > (I - 1)b. Thenht > Oand 
A”< u+k+ J y(u + k)(n - 1+ 1 - u) 
Al - u+k- &(u+k)(n-1+1-u)’ 
where 
u = ; - (1 - 1). 
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Note that, for I = k + 1, the upper bound above can be expressed also as the 
ratio of the upper bound for hk to the lower bound for )Lk+r in Theorem 2. We omit 
the equality conditions discussed in [7]. Let us denote by Hkl (U, b) the right-hand 
side of the above inequality. Now &(a, b) is the solution of 
PROBLEM E (For ratios). Let 1 5 k < 1 5 n, and let a, b E R satisfy 
~20, (Z-l)b<a*~nb. Withht,...,It,asvariables, 
maximize 
hk 
% 
subject to I.1 > . . . 2 A,, 
AI +. . . + An = a, 
A: + . . . + II,’ = b. 
To find the corresponding upper bound for o;G/el, we pose 
PROBLEM S (For ratios). Let 1 5 k -c 1 5 n, and let a, c E R satisfy 
(I-I)c<Ju]*~nc.Withcrt,...,a,asvariables, 
maximize - 
o1 
subject to 01 2 ... ? en 2 0, 
or+.*. +a, 2 Ial, 
a; + * . . +a,2 =c. 
Through corresponding problems S’ and A, this problem will be reduced to com- 
puting 
Hkyax = max{Hkl(Y, c> I lal 5 y 5 Jnc}. 
A straightforward computation yields 
where 
“JC(1-l)>O 
p = (f+ k)(n - 1+ 1 1 u) > 0, 
,=u+k-,/z. 
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Thus Hkl max = &(laj, c), and we have proved 
THEOREM 11. Let 1 5 k < I i n. Assume lu1’ > (1 - 1)~. Then at > 0 and 
where 
ak< 
u+k+ qqJ + k)(n - E + 1 - u) 
01 - u+k-- &(u + k)(n - I+ 1 - 4’ 
In [7], an upper bound for 
kk - Al 
Ak + Al 
and a lower bound for 
(khk + (n - 1 + l)h1)2 
k)Li + (n - I + l)AF 
were also presented, with given a, b. The key observation was that the former 
ratio is an increasing function and the latter ratio a decreasing function of A.k 111. 
Carrying out the same procedure for 
ck - 01 and (kuk + (n - l + l)d2 
ok + “l kc$ + (n - I+ 1)~; ’ 
we obtain an upper bound for the former and a lower bound for the latter ratio by 
replacing b with c and a with ]a I in the corresponding bounds for these expressions 
of )ck and hl , We omit the details. 
7. LOWER BOUNDS FOR ok, GIVEN a!, (a’), /!?, c 
Let hi and $ denote the WS upper and, respectively, lower bound for Ak 
(Theorem 2). Since ok 2 nk 2 ?$ (recall Section 2), we have 
Ontheotherhand,ok L-nn_k+l > nI_k+l,andso 
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In studying ~1, we use ot L 71 L ‘7: and q 2 -r], 1 -r$ and apply the WS 
bounds of Theorem 3. Thus we have 
THEOREM 12. Let 1 5 k (_ n. Then 
To be nontrivial, the lower bound for ok must be positive, which is easily seen 
to hold if and only if 
c+B a2 > (k - l)-. 
2 
Applying ak 2 <k ? & ok > -m-k+1 ? -(;_k+19 61 > 5‘1 2 r:, 
01 2 -5n 2 -r,“, we obtain as above 
THEOREM 13. Let 1 5 k 5 n. Then 
al>!!a+ l J ( c--/9 (a’)2 - n (n - 1)n 2 - 7 ’ > 
The lower bound for CQ is positive if and only if 
(IX’)~ >(k - I)?. 
8. IMPROVING BOUNDS FOR ck (GIVEN a, b, c) 
Let 0 5 19 -C 2~. The matrix As = e”A has the same singular values as 
A, and so we can try to improve the bounds in Theorems 12 and 13 by applying 
these theorems to As with an appropriate 0. In fact, Theorem 13 is obtained from 
Theorem 12 by putting 8 = 3r/2. So it is enough to consider Theorem 12. Denote 
ae = tr A@ etc. Since 
ag = e’%a, be = ezieb, Ce = C, de =d, 
(Ye = ff C0se - cz’sin8, Be = jIcos20 - p’sin20, 
we obtain 
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THEOREM 14. Let 1 < k 5 n, 0 5 8 -c 21r. Then 
la! cos 8 - cr’sin81 
n 
_Jnk;:li(c+j5cos2;-fi’sin28 _(acose;afsin8)2), 
11~ cos 8 - fYsin81 
n 
( 
c+Bc0s2e-~tsin28 _ (ac0se-cr’sin6)2 
2 n >. 
There is no explicit expression for the optimal 8’s in general. A natural attempt 
to find a good 8 is to make Ia! cos6’ - (Y’ sine1 as large as possible, i.e., to make 
the vector (cos 8, - sin ~3) parallel to (a, CY’). If a # 0, this happens for 
c0se = i, 
I 
sine = -Y. 
lal 
The case a = 0 is not interesting. So we have 
THEOREM 15. Let 1 5 k 5 n, a # 0. Then 
9. BOUNDS FOR Ukl, GIVEN c, d 
Since the Uk'S are square roots of the eigenvalues of AHA, Theorems 2, 3, 7, 
and 11 immediately imply 
THEOREM 16. Let 1 5 k 5 n. Then 
jm+,k if c2>(k-l)d, 
and 
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THEOREM 17. 
THEOREM 18. Let 0 5 t 4 n - 2. Assume c2 5 (n - t)d. Then 
y+t+/~~ 
THEOREM 19. Let 1 ( k < 1 5 n. Assume c2 > (I - 1)d. Then cq > 0 and 
y(w + k)(n - 1 + 1 - W) 
&(w + k)(n - 1 + 1 - w)’ 
where 
w = 2 - (1 - 1). 
10. LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE RANK 
If we know r =rankA,thenor+l =...=cJ~ =O,andsoai+...+o, 2 ]a] 
etc. Therefore all the above results with n replaced by r are valid. In particular, 
Theorem 1 yields, e.g., 
which has been noted earlier by Tarazaga [ 12, Lemma 151. If we do not know 
r, such inequalities give bounds for r involving the ok’s, a, b, c and d. The most 
interesting are the bounds which do not use the ok’s. 
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The following theorem is well known: 
THEOREM 20 [ 13, p. 4801. &Al,. . . , A, E R and b > 0, then 
If b = 0, then r = 0. 
In [13], this result is credited to Graybill [l, p. 2281. The inequality appears 
also in [2, Problem 4.1.131, where A is assumed Hermitian. We present an inde- 
pendent proof. If a2 > rb, then the WS lower bound for h,+ 1 (Theorem 2) is 
positive, which implies that h, + 1 > 0 and further that rank A > r, a contradiction. 
Similarly, starting from the lower bounds for ok in Theorems 4 and 12-16, we 
obtain lower bounds for r in the case when the &‘S are not necessarily real. 
THEOREM 21. If c > 0,O 5 13 < 2rr, then 
r>la12 - [13, Corollary 3.11, 
c 
2o2 2a2 2 
r>- 
c+p 
rz-- 
c-p 
r > -, 
d 
r , 2]a!cos8 -cx’sin8]2 21a14 
- c+Bcos28 -B’sin20’ r ’ la12c + p[cv2 - (cY’)~] + 2/Ya(zr” 
If c = 0, then r = 0. 
11. EXAMPLES 
We study the following bounds: 
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cc> 
@> 
cm> 
(@‘PC> 
(abc0) 
(abc) 
(cd) 
[acl 
[cdl 
(HJ) 
CR) 
Bounds using c (Theorem 1). 
Bounds using a and c (Theorems 4, 11, and 21). 
Bounds using CZ, fi, and c (Theorems 12 and 21). 
Bounds using a?, /I, and c (Theorems 13 and 21). 
Bounds using a, b, c, and 0 (Theorems 14 and 21). Note that 
(c@c) = (abc0) and (cr’/Ic) = (abcn/2). 
Bounds using a, b, and c (Theorems 15 and 21). Note that 
(abc) =(abc@ with cos0 = a/la], sin8 = --a’/]~]. 
Bounds using c and d (Theorems 16, 17, 19, and 21). 
Improved (ac) bounds (Theorems 8 and 9). 
Improved (cd) bounds (Theorem 18). 
The bounds 
max min[]ujj] - i(ri + cl)] 
IcN. IIf=k iel 
i ok i ~IIAk-h~IAk-dlca 
where N = {l,..., n}, )I] = the number of elements of 
1, rf = Cl+i laill, C: = CI+i lalil, ll.IIl and Il.lloo =e the 
II and I, operator norms, A0 = A, and &+I is obtained from 
Ak by deleting a row or column whose absolute value sum 
is max( 11 Ak II 1, I)Ak Ilca}. See [3, Theorem 3.7.7, Corollary 
3.7.171. 
The bounds 
which are obtained by considering the Rayleigh quotients 
XHAHAX XHAAHX 
XHX ’ XHX ’ 
where one coordinate of X E C” equals one and the others 
equal zero. 
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EXAMPLE 1. 
cq = 2.2470, CQ = 0.802, o3 = 0.555, 
a=b=3, c = 6, d = 26. 
Denoting by * impossible or trivial results, underlining the best bounds, and 
referring by a superscript to the comments, we obtain 
0 I 01 i 3 (HJ), 1.732 F at (R), 1.414 5 ot 5 2.449 (c), 
crt I 2.414 (ac)‘, 1.5 5 crl (a@), 1.878 5 ~1 < 2.2483 (cd), 
1.732 5 at [ac12, 2.236 < crl [cd]; 
0 5 02 i 2 (HJ), a2 5 1.732 (c), 
0.293 I 62 I * (ac)3, 0.5 r o2 (@Jc), 0.687 < CQ i 1.878 (cd), 
~72 IL [cdl; 
01o311 WJ), ~311 (R), u3 I 1.414 (c), 
*sa3<* (ac)4, 0 5 03 (OlBc), * 5 03 < 0.687 (cd)? 
Comments: 
1. Since a2 1 c, this bound can be applied. 
2. Since a2 5 2c, this improvement can be made. 
3. Since a2 > 2c does not hold, we do not obtain an upper bound. 
4. Since a2 < 2c, the lower bound is negative. Cf. comment 2. 
5. Since c2 i 2d, the square root in the lower bound is not real. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
u1 = 7.55338, 02 = 0.97287, a3 = 0, 
a = 7, b = 57, c = 58, d = 3256. 
This matrix, originally presented in [5], was considered in [13] to illustrate the 
WS bounds. We have 
0 5 ~1 5 10 (HJ), 6.164 5 al (R), 4.397 5 o1 5 7.616 (c), 
Dl 5 * G=> 1 4.953 5 cl (c@c), 6.180 5 u1 < 7.55364 (cd), 
5.835 5 crt [ac], 7.55338 < CF~ [cd]; 
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*so255 WJ), ~215.835 (c), *iazi* (ac), 
* Cab>, 5 02 0.686 6.180 < a2 5 (cd), cr2 5 0.97287 [cd]; 
* 503 53 WJ), 03 5 2.449 (R), a3 5 4.397 (c), 
*5cr3-5* (ac), * 5 03 (aBc>, * 5 a3 5 0.686 (cd). 
The [cd] lower bound for al and [cd] upper bound for a2 are now exact. Since 
a3 = 0, these bounds are found by solving a: + ui = c, uf + 1~24 = d, al 2 
a2 > 0. On the other hand, these conditions define ut and a2 uniquely. 
EXAMPLES. 
( 
7 + 3i -4-6i -4 
A= -l-6i 7 -2-6i , 
2 4 - 6i 13 - 3i ) 
al = 16.630, a2 = 12.730, a3 = 6.888, 
a =27, b = 81, c = 486, d = 104976. 
This matrix also is from [13] and traces back to [5]. We have 
3.574 5 ut 5 23.103 (HJ), 15.297 5 u1 (R), 12.728 5 ut 5 22.045 (c), 
at p 21.728 (ac), 11.598 5 ut (c$c), 15.104 I ut < 17.154 (cd), 
15.588 < ut [ac]; -- 
* ( u2 ( 17.822 (HJ), ~72 < 15.588 (c), 2.636 5 a2 5 * (ac), 
6.402 5 ~‘2 (c@c), 9.791 < < 15.104 ~‘2 (cd); 
* 5 u3 5 10.934 (HJ), a3 5 9.950 (R), 03 5 12.728 (c), 
*pu35* (ac), 3.804 i a3 (aBc>, 5.452 < a3 < 9.791 (cd). 
If a, b E R (as we had in Examples l-3), the bound (&PC) is poor, the bound 
(abc) equals (a#?~), and the bound (abce) with 0 # 0 seems to be worse than 
(a/?~). Thus it is no use to consider (a’@), (abc), and (abce) in such cases. In the 
next example, we have a, b $ R, and so these bounds also warrant attention. 
EXAMPLES. 
( 
14- 55i 4 - 25i 2+45i 
A = -7-i 7 - 54i 52+28i , 
-16-6i 28+14i 72+41i ) 
ut = 122.91, a2 = 65.53, us = 33.62, 
a = 93 - 68i, b = 305 + 551Oi, c = 20531, d = 247914031. 
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Then 
11.06 5 al 5 156.65 (HJ), 111.27 < (R), 82.72 ~1 5 crl 5 143.29 (c), 
cl i *(ac), 66.4377 5 ~1 (c@c), 15.13 5 al (a’/%), 
61.72 I err (abc), 
66.4382 ( or (abce) with optimal 8 = -0.00498513, 
105.24 1. ol I 123.72 (cd), 101.32 I [ac]; al 
6.607 I 02 < 95.48 (HJ), 02 5 101.32 (c), *ICQI* (ac), 
* < 02 (q% CJBC), 15.09 I a2 (abc), 
15.32 I ~2 (abce) with optimal 0 = 0.6968, 
51.12 ( 105.24 -- 02 ( (cd); 
* 5 a3 5 72.63 (HJ), a3 5 59.69 (R), a3 5 82.73 (c), 
*iC735* (ac), * I a3 (abc etc.), * 5 a3 < 51 12 (cd). -A 
In the following examples, we will not consider the bounds (HJ) and (R). 
Therefore we do not need to write A explicitly; it is enough to give ht , . . . ., h, 
andal,..., a,, with at 1 . . . 2 a, > Oand ]ht] >_ ... L I&]. Thereexistsan 
n x n matrix whose eigenvalues and singular values are hl , . . . ., ;1,, and al, . . . , a,, , 
respectively, if and only if ot . . . CQ >_ IL 1 . . . hk I for k = 1, . . . , n, with equality 
for k = n. See [3, Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.6.61. Thus any kk’s and ok’s satisfying 
this condition can be used as an example. 
EXAMPLES. At = ... C&j = 1, dt = +2 = 4,03 = ;,a4 = ;,os = 
~,a6=~,a=b=6,c=7.2372,d=11.5879.Then 
1.098 5 o1 5 2.690 (c), al 5 2.015 (ac), 1.144 5 ot (UPC), 
1.231 _( ol < 1.658 (cd), 1.203 _( 01 [ac], 1.297 < crt [cd]; 
02 5 1.902 (c), 0.797 5 CQ I 1.642 (ac), 
0.856 5 02 (a/k), 0.947 -z -- (r2 < 1.477 (cd); 
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a3 5 1.553 (c), 0.679 I a3 5 1.454 (ac), 
0.773 5 a3 (c@c), 0.847 < a3 < 1 377 -ti (cd); 
a4 5 1.345 (c), 0.546 I a4 I 1.321 (ac), 
0.679 5 a4 (UPC), 0.718 < a4 < 1 302 -L (cd); 
q 5 1.203 (c), 0.358 F a5 5 * (ac), 
0.546 < 0.480 a5 (a/k), _( q 5 1.231 (cd), 
~75  1.101 [cd]; 
CT6 5 1.098 (c), *sUei* (ac), 
0.282 < Cl6 (@c), -- * 5 CT6 5 0.947 (cd). 
EXAMPLE 6. Al = 12+5i, a2 = lli, A3 = 6+8i, A4 = 7, h5 = 4+3i, &j = 
0,~~ = 28,~ = 2O,q = 14,~~4 = 8,~s = l,q = 0,~ = 29+27i,b = 
26 + 24Oi, c = 1445, d = 817169. Then 
15.519 5 al 5 38.013 (c), q 5 38.006 (ac), 
9.288 I q (c@c), 8.927 5 al @‘PC), 
11.00635 5 al (abc), 
11.00644 5 ~1 (abc8) with optimal B = -0.744526, 
19.128 5 aI 5 29.430 (cd), 26.879 < q [ac], 
24.975 5 q [cd]; 
a2 5 26.879 (c), 0.323 5 a2 5 * (ac), 
0.379 5 CQ (c@c), 0.073 5 (cz’/k), 2.20139 (abc), a2 5 a2 
2.20147 I CJ~ (abce) with optimal 8 = -0.754635, 
10.760 < a2 5 25.225 (cd); 
a3 5 21.947 (c), *<c73<* (ac,olsc), 
03 6.565 < 5 22.814 (cd), < 18.427 [cd]; a3 -- 
04 _( 19.007 (c), * i ~4 5 20.942 (cd), a4(1 a3) < 18.427 [cd]; 
05 < -- 17 (c)v a5 5 19.128 (cd), a5(i ~3) 5 18.427 [cd]; 
C,‘j 5 15.519 (c), CT6 5 10.760 (cd). 
Next, we ilh.Istrate lower bounds for Sk1 = Uk /al. 
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EXAMPLE 7. Let the hk’S and ok’s be as in Example 5. Since 4c -C u2 < 
5c, 4d -c c2 -c 5d, we can find lower bounds for sk[ with 1 5 k < 1 5 5 but not 
with 1 = 6. See Theorems 11 and 19. We obtain 
s12 = 1.125, $12 5 2.529 (ac), s12 5 1.750 (cd), 
s13 = 1.2, $13 5 2.703 (ac), ~13 5 1.844 (cd), 
s14 = 1.875, s14 5 3.052 (ac), s14 5 2.043 (cd), 
s15 = 2, st5 I 4.118 (ac), s15 5 2.815 (cd), 
~23 = 1.067, ~2.3 5 2.419 (ac), ~23 5 1.743 (cd), 
~24 = 1.667, ~24 5 2.772 (ac), ~24 5 1.953 (cd), 
s25 = 1.778, ~25 5 3.846 (ac), ~25 ( 2.750 (cd), 
s34 = 1.563, s34 5 2.664 (ac), s34 5 1.917 (cd), 
s35 = 1.667, ~35 53.745 (ac), ~35 I 2.726 (cd), 
s45 = 1.125, ~45 5 3.692 (ac), s45 5 2.714 (cd). 
EXAMPLE 8. Let the AL’s and ok’s be as in Example 6, Since c -C [aI2 < 
2c, 2d -c c2 c 3d, we can find (ac) bounds only for ~12 and (cd) bounds for 
~12, ~13, and ~23. We obtain 
s12 = 1.4, st2 5 117.52 (ac), s12 5 2.735 (cd), 
s13 = 2, s13 i * (ac), sl3 < 3.924 (cd), 
~23 = 1.429, s23 < * (ac), ~23 < 3.842 (cd). 
The (ac) bound is very poor, since the (ac) lower bound for 02 is near zero 
(0.323), and so the ratio with this denominator is large (see the note after Theo- 
rem 10). 
Our last examples are to illustrate lower bounds for the rank (Theorem 21). 
EXAMPLE 9. 
r = 3, a=b=3, c = 5, d = 13. 
Then 
r12 (ac, the actual lower bound = 1.8), 
r>3 -- (~Bc, 2.25) 
t-22 (cd, 1.92). 
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EXAMPLE 10. 
r = 2, a=b=O, c = 3, d = 7. 
Then 
r>O (ac, aBc>, 
r>2 -_ (cd, 1.29). 
EXAMPLE 11. Let A be as in Example 4. Then r = 3. We have 
r 2 1 (ac, 0.646), r 2 1 (q%, 0.830), r > 1 (a?@, 0.457), 
r > 2 (abc, 1.727), -- 
r > 2 (abc8, 1.74739) with 8 = -- optimal 0.707558, 
r > 2 (cd, 1.700). -- 
12. CONCLUSIONS 
For ok, the (cd) bounds seem in most cases to be better than the other bounds 
discussed above (Examples l-6). ‘Ihis is not surprising, since to find d requires 
AHA, while a, b, and c can be seen directly from A. For ok/or, the (cd) bounds 
seem always to be better than the (ac) bounds (Examples 7-8). For r, there does 
not seem to be a clear preference between the (cd) and (abc) bounds (Examples 
9-l 1). 
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